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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents the derivation of the kinetostatic model of a flexure-based 3-RRR com-
pliant micro-motion stage. The kinetostatic model has closed-form equations and flexure
hinge compliances are one of the variables in the model. Researchers have an option of
selecting the most suitable flexure hinge compliance equations to calculate the kinetostat-
ics of the stage. Two cases are studied where two kinetostatic results are obtained using
two different sets of flexure hinge equations. The kinetostatic results are compared to
the finite-element-analysis results to verify their accuracies.

Crown Copyright � 2008 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Micro-motion stages have emerged as an important technological advancement in the past three decades. The signifi-
cance of this advancement is highlighted in many applications where the positioning of components with micrometer or
nanometer accuracy is required. Examples include the positioning of samples in a scanning-electron-microscope (SEM),
the alignment of fibre-optics and lasers, the positioning of masks in lithography, the manipulation of cells in micro-biology
and the manipulation of micro-scale components in micro-assembly. Most of the micro-motion stages are designed based on
the compliant mechanism concept. Compliant mechanisms generate their motions through elastic deformations. Compliant
mechanisms eliminate problems such as wear, backlash, friction and needs for lubrication. Piezoelectric stack actuators,
hereafter referred to as piezo-actuators, are commonly used to provide fine resolution of input displacements to compliant
mechanisms.

Kinematic, static and dynamic models are needed to analyze and to synthesize the behavior of a particular compliant
stage design. The pseudo-rigid-body-model (PRBM) method is commonly used to predict the displacements of compliant
mechanisms with circular flexure hinges. The PRBM models a flexure hinge as a revolute joint (one-DOF) with an attached
torsional spring. Although the PRBM method is effective and it simplifies the model of compliant mechanisms, the PRBM
suffers some inaccuracies when it ignores the Dx- and Dy-deformation of flexure hinges [1–3] (see Fig. 1).

The kinetostatic model allows the fulfillment of both the kinematics and the force design criteria of micro-motion stages.
A precise kinetostatic model of compliant micro-motion stages will benefit researchers in at least the design phase where a
good estimation of kinematics, workspace or stiffness of a micro-motion stage could be realized. Jouaneh and Yang [4]
derived a kinetostatic model to predict the displacement and stiffness of a one-DOF, vertical motion compliant stage.
2008 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. (a) Flexure hinge. (b) One-DOF model (PRBM). (c) Three-DOF model [19].
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Fig. 3. Differences of various flexure hinge equations, Daz=Mz when compared to FEA results. These flexure hinge equations can be obtained in
[15,18,23,24,11,14].

Fig. 2. Schematic of flexure hinge with dimensions, local coordinate, applied forces/moments and displacements.
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The developed equations modeled flexure hinges as having multi-DOF, which are the Dx-, Dy- and Daz-deformation. The ana-
lytical results were in close agreement with the FEA results. However Jouaneh and Yang’s paper focused only on the mod-
eling of a one-DOF compliant mechanism. It was unclear if their modeling method would be applicable on compliant
mechanisms, which have more than one-DOF such as 3-RRR compliant micro-motion stages. Lobontiu and Garcia [5] formu-
lated an analytical method for displacement and stiffness calculations of a one-DOF planar compliant mechanisms with flex-
ure hinges. The closed-form formulations were based on Castigliano’s second theorem which considered all three in-plane
compliances of hinges. The closed-form equations were expressed as a load–deformation/displacement relationship. Park
and Yang [6] derived a kinetostatic model using the Castigliano’s second theorem for a six-DOF compliant mechanism.
The flexure hinges were modeled to have multi-DOF. The relationship between the input and the output displacements
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Fig. 5. Differences of various compliance equations, Dx=Fx when compared to FEA results. These flexure hinge equations can be obtained in [15,18,23].
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Fig. 4. Differences of various compliance equations, Dy=Fy when compared to FEA results. SC is referred to shear compliance. These flexure hinge equations
can be obtained in [15,18,23].
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was also derived. They compared the predicted displacements with that of the FEA results and the differences are within
29%. Stiffnesses of the compliant mechanism were not verified with FEA models. Choi et al. [7] derived a formulation using
the Lagrange’s equation to predict the amplification ratio of a one-DOF compliant mechanism with circular flexure hinges.
They modeled flexure hinges to have multi-DOF. It was unclear if their modeling method would be applicable on 3-RRR com-
pliant micro-motion stages.

Few researchers derived kinetostatic models for 3-RRR micro-motion stages. Ryu et al. [8] developed a XYh compliant
stage which was driven by three piezo-actuators. The topology of this stage is similar to a 3-RRR compliant structure except
it consists of a double compound lever at each of the input links. They formulated a kinetostatic model to describe the rela-
tionship between input and output displacements, and stiffnesses of the stage by modeling flexure hinges to have multi-DOF.
They presented methodology of deriving the kinetostatic model is complicated and involves an intensive number of coordi-
nate transformations. Pham and Chen [9] derived analytical models to estimate the output stiffnesses of a three-DOF trans-
lational flexure parallel mechanism (FPM). This FPM consists of three double compound linear structures (one-DOF
mechanism) and three 3-RRR compliant mechanisms (three-DOF mechanism) in order to achieve three translational DOFs.
The method of deriving the stiffness model involves an intensive number of transformation matrices. This method could lead
to complications and difficulties when applied to other mechanisms. The input stiffness of the FPM was not presented and it
is not clear if this methodology can be used to estimate the input stiffness of compliant mechanisms. The prediction of the
input stiffness is particularly important for piezo-driven compliant mechanisms because the maximum displacement of a
piezo-actuator is governed by the structural input stiffness. High input stiffness will reduce the maximum displacement
of a piezo-actuator, which leads to the reduction of workspace of compliant mechanisms.

As a conclusion, the previously derived kinetostatic models for 3-RRR micro-motion stages are either complicated or do
not demonstrate the capability of estimating the input stiffness of the compliant mechanisms.

This paper presents a simple, closed-form kinetostatic model of 3-RRR compliant micro-motion stages which can be used
to predict the kinematics, and both the input and output compliances/stiffnesses of compliant mechanisms. Flexure hinges
are modeled as having three-DOF due to the fact that the 3-RRR compliant stage is a planar stage. Out-of-plane compliances
are very small for thick hinges (b is large) and are neglected. The closed-form kinetostatic model is expressed in terms of
flexure hinge compliances, material properties and geometrical parameters. Various flexure hinge compliance equations
were derived to predict the deformation and stiffness of a circular flexure hinge [10–15]. Most of the previously derived kine-
tostatic models were obtained using flexure hinge compliance equations derived by a particular research group such as Paros
and Weisbord [15]. However, depending on the geometrical ratio of flexure hinges, t=R (see Fig. 2 for hinge geometries),
some of these methods are more accurate than others [16,17]. Comparisons of results of various flexure hinge equations
were carried out by the authors to support the above statement. FEA (ANSYS) results were used as a benchmark for the com-
parison. The differences between the results of flexure hinge equations and the FEA are shown in Figs. 3–5. These figures
show that flexure hinge compliances determined using any single particular method may not be suitable for a large range
Table 2
Flexure hinge equations chosen for Case 1 and Case 2 for the kinetostatic derivation of the 3-RRR micro-motion stage

t=R Daz=Mz Dy=Fy (without shear compliance) Dx=Fx

Case 1
Flexure hinge 1 0.764 PW (full) PW (simplified) PW (simplified)
Flexure hinge 2 0.374 PW (full) PW (simplified) PW (simplified)
Flexure hinge 3 0.167 PW (full) PW (simplified) PW (simplified)

Case 2
Flexure hinge 1 0.764 Schotborgh et al. [14] Lobontiu [18] PW (full)
Flexure hinge 2 0.374 Schotborgh et al. [14] Lobontiu [18] PW (full)
Flexure hinge 3 0.167 Schotborgh et al. [14] Lobontiu [18] PW (full)

PW is referred to Paros and Weisbord [15].

Table 1
Link length, flexure hinge dimensions and material properties of the 3-RRR compliant micro-motion stage

Material properties

E 71.7 GPa
Poisson’s ratio, v 0.33

Link length (mm) l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 l6

47.9 22.2 0 30 4 12

Flexure hinge (mm) t1 t2 t3 R1 R2 R3 t1=R1 t2=R2 t3=R3 b

0.84 0.7 0.5 1.1 1.87 3 0.764 0.374 0.167 12.7
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of t=R ratio. Since flexure hinge compliances are one of the variables in the kinetostatic model derived in this paper, the most
suitable flexure hinge compliance equations can be chosen based on the t=R ratio of hinges to calculate the kinetostatic of 3-
RRR mechanism accurately. Two cases are studied where two kinetostatic results are obtained using two different sets of
flexure hinge compliance equations that derived previously by various research groups. The kinetostatic results of Case 1
were calculated by deliberately choosing the flexure hinge equations which have large differences when compared to the
FEA results (refer to Figs. 3–5). Meanwhile, the kinetostatic results of Case 2 were obtained by choosing the flexure hinge
equations which have small differences (refer to Figs. 3–5). Results of the kinetostatic models are compared to that of the
FEA in order to verify their accuracies, and the differences are discussed.
2. Derivation of the kinetostatic model

The kinetostatic model of a 3-RRR micro-motion stage is shown below (refer to nomenclature in Appendix A for the def-
inition of symbols),
Table 4
Case stu

Case 1
Co;Fo

(lm/N,
lm/Nm

Co;Fin

(lm/N,

Cin;Fin

(lm/N)

Janalytica

Case 2
Co;Fo

(lm/N,
lm/Nm

Co;Fin

(lm/N,

Cin;Fin

(lm/N)

Janalytica

Table 3
Design

Researc

Group

PWa (fu
PWa (si
Lobont
Wu and
Tseytlin
Smith
Schotbo
This art

a Par
dies – analytical matrices of the kinetostatic model of the 3-RRR micro-motion stage

Analytical results

10.486 0 0
lrad/N 0 10.486 0
, lrad/Nm) 0 0 24,747

0.810 0.229 �1.039
lrad/N) 0.732 �1.068 0.335

�30.924 �30.924 �30.924

0.152 �0.018 �0.018
�0.018 0.152 �0.018
�0.018 �0.018 0.152

l 4.749 1.345 �6.093
4.294 �6.260 1.965
�266.749 �266.749 �266.749

12.215 0 0
lrad/N 0 12.215 0
, lrad/Nm) 0 0 27,335

0.943 0.267 �1.211
lrad/N) 0.853 �1.244 0.390

�34.159 �34.159 �34.159

0.175 �0.024 �0.024
�0.024 0.175 �0.024
�0.024 �0.024 0.175

l 4.749 1.345 �6.093
4.294 �6.260 1.965
�266.743 �266.743 �266.743

guideline of choosing a flexure hinge equation for a particular t=R range [16]

h az=Mz % Error Dy=Fy (with SC) % Error Dx=Fx % Error

t=R range Min. Max. Ave. t=R range Min. Max. Ave. t=R range Min. Max. Ave.

ll) 0:05 6 t=R < 0:1 1.8 5.0 3.5 0:05 6 t=R 6 0:1 2 4 3.1 0:25 6 t=R 6 0:65 0.3 4.9 2.4
mpl.) 0:05 6 t=R 6 0:2 1.2 4.9 3.1 0:05 6 t=R 6 0:1 3 5.6 4.3 Not recommended
iu 0:05 6 t=R < 0:1 1.8 5.0 3.5 0:05 6 t=R 6 0:1 2 3.9 2.9 0:25 6 t=R 6 0:65 0.3 4.9 2.4

Zhou 0:05 6 t=R < 0:1 1.8 5.0 3.5 0:05 6 t=R 6 0:1 2 4 3.1 0:25 6 t=R 6 0:65 0.3 4.9 2.4
0:4 6 t=R 6 0:6 0.7 4.5 2.5 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
0:2 6 t=R 6 0:65 0.8 3.7 2.4 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

rgh 0:05 6 t=R 6 0:65 0.03 2.5 1.2 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
icle NA NA NA NA 0:05 6 t=R 6 0:8 0 2.7 0.07 0:05 6 t=R 6 0:8 0 1.1 0.08

os and Weisbord.



Table 6
Kinetos

Co;Fo

(lm/N,
lm/Nm

Co;Fin

(lm/N,

Cin;Fin

(lm/N)

Janalytica

Table 5
FEA com

Co;Fo

(lm/N,
lm/Nm

Co;Fin

(lm/N,

Cin;Fin

(lm/N)

JFEA
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Uo

Uin

� �
¼

Co;Fo Co;Fin

Cin;Fo Cin;Fin

� �
Fo

Fin

� �
ð1Þ
There are assumptions made throughout the derivation of the kinetostatic model in this paper, which are (a) the structural
deformations only occur at flexure hinges and no deformations occur at rigid-linkages, and (b) the translational and rota-
tional displacements are small enough to be linearized. Similar assumptions were also made in other research work to sim-
plify analytical models [18].

The derivation of Co;Fo , Co;Fin
, Cin;Fo and Cin;Fin

can be found in Appendix B.

3. Derivation of the closed-form kinematic model

The closed-form kinematics of the 3-RRR micro-motion stage is obtained by calculating the relationship between the in-
put and output displacements using Eq. (1). Assuming there is no external output force acting on the stage, which Fo ¼ 0, Eq.
(1) gives,
Uo ¼ Co;Fin
� Fin ð2Þ

Fin ¼ C�1
o;Fin
� Uo ð3Þ
and
Uin ¼ Cin;Fin
� Fin ð4Þ

Fin ¼ C�1
in;Fin
� Uin ð5Þ
By equating Eqs. (3) and (5),
Uo ¼ Co;Fin
� C�1

in;Fin
� Uin ð6Þ
tatic results of the 3-RRR micro-motion stage and their differences compared to FEA results

% Diff. compared to FEA

Kinetostatic model – Case 1 Kinetostatic model – Case 2

�8.8 – – 6.2 – –
lrad/N – �8.6 – – 6.4 –
, lrad/Nm) – – �11.5 – – �2.3

�7.9 �10.9 �8.5 7.3 3.8 6.6
lrad/N) �8.8 �8.1 �6.0 6.3 7.1 9.5

�3.8 �4.1 �3.7 6.3 5.9 6.4

�16.3 �25.5 �25.5 �3.8 �3.7 �3.7
�25.5 �16.3 �25.5 �3.7 �3.8 �3.7
�25.5 �25.5 �16.3 �3.7 �3.7 �3.8

l 11.5 7.6 10.8 11.5 7.6 10.8
10.2 10.9 13.3 10.2 10.9 13.3
10.8 10.5 10.9 10.8 10.5 10.9

pliance and Jacobian matrices of the SEM micro-motion stage

FEA results

11.498 0 0
lrad/N 0 11.476 0
, lrad/Nm) 0 0 27,966

0.879 0.257 �1.136
lrad/N) 0.803 �1.162 0.357

�32.141 �32.245 �32.115

0.182 �0.024 �0.024
�0.024 0.182 �0.024
�0.024 �0.024 0.182

4.259 1.250 �5.499
3.897 �5.645 1.734
�240.768 �241.315 �240.481
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Therefore, the matrix relates the input and output displacements, which is termed the Jacobian matrix J in this work, is de-
rived as follows:
J ¼ Co;Fin
� C�1

in;Fin
ð7Þ
The analytical results of Co;Fo , Co;Fin
, Cin;Fo , Cin;Fin

and J obtained using Eqs. (1) and (7) will be compared to the FEA results in
Section 5.

4. Case studies of a 3-RRR compliant micro-motion stage

A 3-RRR compliant micro-motion stage which was designed for the positioning of samples in a scanning-electron-micro-
scope [19] is studied in this paper (see Fig. 12). It is a monolithic compliant mechanism with circular flexure hinges and was
manufactured using the wire-electric-discharge-machining (wire-EDM) technique. This stage is actuated by three
a

b

Fig. 6. (a) 3-RRR compliant mechanism. (b) RRR compliant mechanism.
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piezo-actuators. It has planar motions along the x and y axes and rotations about the z-axis. The link length, flexure hinge
dimensions and material properties of the mechanism are shown in Table 1.

Two cases were studied where analytical matrices of the kinetostatic model of Case 1 were calculated by deliberately
choosing the flexure hinge equations which have large differences when compared to the FEA results (refer to Figs. 3–5).
Meanwhile, analytical matrices of Case 2 were obtained by choosing the flexure hinge equations which have small differ-
ences. Table 2 shows the flexure hinge equations chosen from various published research studies for Case 1 and 2, respec-
tively. Note that for the interests of readers, Table 3 provides a design guideline of choosing a flexure hinge equation for a
particular t=R range, and their minimum, maximum and average percentage differences. Related work regarding the devel-
opment of the guideline can be found in [16]. Table 4 shows the analytical results of Case 1 and 2, respectively.

4.1. Discussion

It can be observed that the off-diagonal terms of compliance matrix, Co;Fo are zero. This is expected as the 3-RRR compli-
ant stage has a remote-centre-of-compliance (RCC) configuration and deformations occur only along the direction of the ap-
plied force/moment [20]. The 3-RRR stage was designed to have a somewhat decoupled characteristic where the input
Fig. 8. Compliances due to Hinge 1.

Fig. 7. Parallel spring model of 3-RRR micro-motion stages.
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displacements on one link have small effect on the input displacements of the other links. This characteristic can be observed
in Cin;Fin

. The off-diagonal terms of Cin;Fin
are approximately a factor of 8 smaller than its diagonal terms. It can be observed

that the analytical results of Case 1 and 2 are noticeably different except for the Jacobian matrix and the reason will be ex-
plained later in this paper. The differences between Case 1 and 2 results suggest that the choice of flexure hinge compliant
equations affect the accuracy of the kinetostatic model. Since the kinetostatic model is derived to have flexure hinge com-
pliances as one of the variables, the most suitable flexure hinge equations can be selected by referring to Figs. 3–5 in order to
obtain an accurate kinetostatic model. The modeling results of Case 1 and 2 are compared to the FEA results in order to verify
their accuracies.

5. Finite-element-analysis (ANSYS)

A two-dimensional FEA model of the 3-RRR compliant stage was generated using ANSYS for comparison purposes. The
stage was modeled using 8-node, plane elements (PLANE82) with two-DOF on each node, which are the nodal x and y-direc-
tions. This element type is suitable to model irregular shapes and curved boundaries without much loss of accuracy [21].
Fig. 10. Dx1
o0 -displacement caused by the amplification of link with distance l4. Dashed lines represent initial position of the RRR structure. The flexure hinge

is drawn as a solid line and the rigid-link is drawn as a block.

Fig. 9. Dy1
o0 -displacement caused by the amplification of link, l1. Dashed lines represent initial position of the RRR structure. The flexure hinge is drawn as a

solid line and the rigid-link is drawn as a block.
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The thickness of the model was taken into consideration by using the plane stress element type with thickness option.
Plane stress elements were used instead of plain strain elements because plane stress elements provide a safer situation
with a possibility of 5–10% underestimation of stiffnesses, while plane strain elements could possibly provide a greater over
estimation [14]. To ensure that the mesh size was fine enough, especially near the flexure hinge locations, a number of ana-
lyzes were carried out where different mesh sizes were used. The output was checked each time the mesh size was de-
creased. When a consistent output was obtained, it implied that the mesh was fine enough. When nodal displacements
were read from the same node to which forces would be applied, pressures were applied on a line instead to avoid inac-
curacy of results associated with singularities on nodes. Meshes and constraints of the FEA model of the 3-RRR micro-mo-
tion stage are shown in Fig. 13. The following procedures were carried out to obtain the compliance and Jacobian matrices
of the stage:

(1) To obtain the compliance matrix Co;Fo of the stage, forces F�ox and F�oy were applied at a distance from Point o but along
the same lines of action as Fox and Foy (see Fig. 13). The corresponding nodal deformations (Dxo, Dyo, Dao) at Point o
were measured. In order to obtain the compliances corresponding to a unit moment, two equal but opposite forces,
Fm were applied as shown. Rotational deformation (Dao) cannot be measured directly from the node at Point o because
the nodes of element type PLANE82 do not have the rotational DOF. However, Dao can be easily calculated.

(2) To obtain the compliance matrix Co;Fin
of the stage, pressures (P1in, P2in, P3in) corresponding to unit input forces were

applied on lines where Points 1in, 2in and 3in are located as shown in Fig. 13, and the corresponding nodal deformations
(Dxo, Dyo, Dao) at Point o were measured.
Fig. 11. Calculation of compliances at Point o. Dashed lines represents initial position of the RRR structure. The flexure hinge is drawn as a solid line and the
rigid-link is drawn as a block.

Fig. 12. 3-RRR compliant micro-motion stage.
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(3) To obtain the compliance matrix Cin;Fo of the stage, unit input forces were applied at Point o and the corresponding
nodal deformations (u1in, u2in, u3in) at Points 1in, 2in and 3in were measured. Moment was applied using two equal
but opposite forces, Fm.

(4) To obtain the compliance matrix Cin;Fin
of the stage, pressures (P1in, P2in, P3in) corresponding to unit input forces were

applied on lines where Points 1in, 2in and 3in were located, and the corresponding nodal deformations at these points
were measured.

(5) To obtain the Jacobian matrix, pressures (P1in, P2in, P3in) were applied independently on lines where Points 1in, 2in and
3in were located. The corresponding input displacements (u1in, u2in, u3in) at Points 1in, 2in and 3in, and the output dis-
placement (Dxo, Dyo, Dao) at Point o were measured. The Jacobian matrix was obtained where the output displace-
ments were divided by the input displacements.

Table 5 shows the results of the compliance and Jacobian matrices of the micro-motion stage. Cin;Fo is the transpose of
Co;Fin

. Therefore, the results of Cin;Fo are not repeated in Table 5.

5.1. Comparison of analytical results with FEA

The results of kinetostatic models of Case 1 and 2 obtained in Section 2 were compared to the FEA results. Table 6 shows
the differences of the kinetostatic results when compared to that of the FEA.

5.1.1. Discussion
By comparing the kinetostatic results of Case 1 and 2 of the 3-RRR compliant micro-motion stage to the FEA results, it can

be noted that the differences of the output ðCo;Fo Þ and input ðCin;Fin
Þ compliance matrices are significantly reduced for Case 2.

The choice of flexure hinge compliance equations, in these case studies, only slightly varies the accuracy of Co;Fin
. The same

is true for the Jacobian matrices of Cases 1 and 2. This is because the Jacobian matrix represents the kinematics of the
(a) F ∗
ox is applied away

from Point o, along the
same line of action as
Fox

(b) F ∗
oy is applied away

from Point o, along the
same line of action as
Foy

(c) Two equal but
opposite forces, Fm are
applied which are equivalent
to a unit moment

Fig. 13. FEA model of the 3-RRR compliant micro-motion stage.
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micro-motion structures, and therefore it is independent to the compliances or stiffnesses of flexure hinges. The choice of
flexure hinge equations used to calculate the analytical results has minimal effect on the results of the Jacobian matrix. Nev-
ertheless, the compliance results of Co;Fo and Cin;Fin

are improved significantly when the suitable flexure hinge equations are
used (Case 2).

The derived kinetostatic model in this paper is capable of providing good predictions of the kinematics, and both the input
and output compliances when compared to the FEA results. The kinetostatic model in Case 2 predicts (a) the kinematics of
the 3-RRR mechanism to be within 13%, (b) the input compliances to be within 4%, and (c) the output compliances to be
within 6% when compared to the FEA results. These differences could be attributed to the assumption made in deriving
the kinetostatic model. The kinetostatic model assumes that the deformation of rigid-links of the micro-motion stage is small
and can be ignored. This assumption is made because the 3-RRR compliant structure is not an over-constrained structure.
Therefore, deformations are not expected at rigid-links [22]. However, the small differences between the kinetostatic results
and the FEA results could be due to these unmodeled rigid-link deformations. The differences between the kinetostatic and
the FEA results could also be attributed to the errors of the flexure hinge compliance equations chosen (see Figs. 3–5).
Although flexure hinge compliance equations which have small differences when compared to FEA results were chosen in
Case 2, these small differences could be enlarged through linkages of the 3-RRR compliant structure.

6. Conclusions

A kinetostatic model of a 3-RRR compliant micro-motion stage, which allows the fulfillment of both the kinematics and
the force design criteria of compliant micro-motion stages, is derived and presented in this paper. The derived kinetostatic
model in this paper can be used to predict the kinematics, and both the input and output compliances/stiffnesses of 3-RRR
compliant mechanisms. The kinetostatic model has closed-form equations, and circular flexure hinge compliances are one of
the variables in the model. Therefore, researchers can choose the most suitable flexure hinge compliance equations in order
to calculate the kinetostatics of compliant stages accurately. Two cases of the kinetostatic results of a 3-RRR compliant
mechanism were studied in this paper. The kinetostatic results of Case 1 were calculated by deliberately choosing the flexure
hinge equations which have large differences when compared to FEA results. Meanwhile, the kinetostatic results of Case 2
were calculated by choosing the flexure hinge equations which have small differences. It can be observed that the kineto-
static results of Case 1 and 2 were noticeably different. These results suggest that the choice of flexure hinge compliance
equations affects the accuracy of the kinetostatic model of the 3-RRR mechanism. The modeling results of Case 1 and 2 were
compared to the FEA results in order to verify their accuracy. The comparisons show that the differences of the output and
input compliances (Co;Fo and Cin;Fin

) were reduced significantly for Case 2. The differences of Jacobian matrices of Case 1 and 2
were the same. Jacobian matrices represent the kinematics of the micro-motion structures, and the choice of flexure hinge
equations used to calculate the analytical results has minimal effect on the results of the Jacobian matrix.

The derived kinetostatic model was capable of providing good predictions of the kinematics (within 13%), and both the
input (within 4%) and output (within 6%) compliances when compared to the FEA results. The accuracy of the kinetostatic
model will be experimentally verified in near future.
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Appendix A. Nomenclature
Nomenclature
 Note: Vectors and matrices are shown in bold face.
Subscripts

1; 2; 3; o0; o
 Point 1, 2, 3, o0, o

x, y, z
 reference axes

h1, h2, h3
 Hinge 1, 2, 3

L1, L2, L3
 Links 1, 2, 3
Superscript

1, 2, 3
 reference axes of flexure hinges
Symbols

x, y
 reference axes

Dx, Dy
 translational displacements in the x-, y-axis, also named as Dx-displacement and Dy-displacement

Da
 rotational displacements along the z-axis, also named as Da-displacement
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Appendix A (continued)
Nomenclature
 Note: Vectors and matrices are shown in bold face.
C
 compliance matrix

F, M
 forces, moment

oDx=oF, oDx=oM
 the change of Dx-displacement due to forces/moments (compliance)

oDy=oF, oDy=oM
 the change of Dy-displacement due to forces/moments (compliance)

oDa=oF, oDa=oM
 the change of Da-displacement due to forces/moments (compliance)

½az=Mz�j,½Dy=Fy�j,
½Dx=Fx�j
compliances of flexure hinge j, where j ¼ 1;2;3
tj
 smallest thickness of flexure hinge j, where j ¼ 1;2;3

Rj
 radius of flexure hinge j, where j ¼ 1;2;3

Uo
 3� 1 matrix representing the output displacements (Dxo;Dyo;Dao) of the stage

Uin
 3� 1 matrix representing the input displacements (u1in; u2in; u3in) of the stage. The input

displacements are along the direction of the input forces

Fo
 3� 1 matrix representing the output forces/moments acting at Point o (Fox; Foy;Moz)

Fin
 3� 1 matrix representing the input forces (F1in; F2in; F3in)

Co;Fo
 3� 3 compliance matrix relating the output displacements to the output forces/moments

Co;Fin
3� 3 compliance matrix relating the output displacements to the input forces

Cin;Fo
 3� 3 compliance matrix relating the input displacements to the output forces/moments

Cin;Fin
3� 3 compliance matrix relating the input displacements to the input forces

D
 displacement matrix
Appendix B. Derivation of output compliance matrix, Co;Fo

The schematic of a 3-RRR compliant micro-motion stage is shown in Fig. 6. Due to the symmetrical structure of the 3-RRR
compliant micro-motion stage, the 3-RRR structure can be divided into three links in order to calculate the Co;Fo matrix. Each
link consists of a RRR topology which has three circular flexure hinges. The flexure hinge compliances are ½Daz=Mz�j, ½Dy=Fy�j
and ½Dx=Fx�j, where j ¼ 1;2;3. The RRR compliant structure is shown in Fig. 6b together with its dimensions, displacements,
local coordinates of flexure hinges and the applied forces/moments. The compliances at Point o0 contributed by each flexure
hinge in the structure are firstly calculated. These compliance matrices are named Ch1, Ch2 and Ch3. The three flexure hinges
of the RRR structure are arranged in series; therefore the compliance matrix of the RRR structure at Point o0 can be obtained
by summing Ch1, Ch2 and Ch3. The compliance matrices of the three RRR links are referred to as CL1o;Fo , CL2o;Fo and CL3o;Fo ,
respectively. The three RRR links of the 3-RRR compliant structure are arranged in parallel; therefore Co;Fo matrix in Eq.
(1) is calculated by summing CL1o;Fo , CL2o;Fo and CL3o;Fo using the rule of parallel connection of springs (see Fig. 7).

B.1. Compliances of the RRR mechanism due to Hinge 1

The compliance matrix of the RRR mechanism due to Hinge 1 is expressed as,
Ch1 ¼
oDx1

o0=oFo0x oDx1
o0=oFo0y oDx1

o0=oMo0z

oDy1
o0=oFo0x oDy1

o0=oFo0y oDy1
o0=oMo0z

oDa1
o0=oFo0x oDa1

o0=oFo0y oDa1
o0=oMo0z

2
64

3
75 ðB:8Þ
where the partial derivative terms in Eq. (B.8) are derived as follows:

B.1.1. Derivation of oDa1
o0=oFo0x, oDa1

o0=oFo0y and oDa1
o0=oMo0z

From Fig. 8, forces/moments acting at Point o0 and Point 1in can be resolved into forces/moments acting at Point 1 as
shown below,
F1x ¼ Fo0x

F1y ¼ Fo0y � F1in

M1z ¼ �Fo0xl4 þ Fo0yl1 þMo0z � F1inl5
The rotational displacements along the z-axis, Da1
1 at Point 1 can be calculated as shown below,
Da1
1 ¼

Daz

Mz

� �
1
M1z þ

Daz

Mz

� �
1
F1yR1

¼ Daz

Mz

� �
1
�Fo0xl4 þ Fo0y l1 þ R1ð Þ þMo0z � F1in l5 þ R1ð Þ
� �

ðB:9Þ
The Da1
1-compliances of Hinge 1 caused by Fo0x, Fo0y and Mo0z are obtained by taking the partial derivatives of Da1

1 with respect
to the forces/moments acting at Point o0,
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oDa1
1

oFo0x
¼ �l4

Daz

Mz

� �
1

ðB:10Þ

oDa1
1

oFo0y
¼ l1 þ R1ð Þ Daz

Mz

� �
1

ðB:11Þ

oDa1
1

oMo0z
¼ Daz

Mz

� �
1

ðB:12Þ
The results of the partial derivatives of Da1
1 in Eqs. (B.10), (B.11) and (B.12) describe the relationship between the Da1

1-dis-
placement and the forces/moments.

The Da1
o0-displacement at Point o0 is the same as the Da1

1-displacement at Point 1. Therefore, oDa1
o0=oFo0x, oDa1

o0=oFo0y and
oDa1

o0=oMo0z are the same as Eqs. (B.10), (B.11) and (B.12).

B.1.2. Derivation of oDy1
o0=oFo0x, oDy1

o0=oFo0y and oDy1
o0=oMo0z

The translational displacements along the y-axis, Dy1
1 at Point 1 can be calculated as shown below,
Dy1
1 ¼

Dy
Fy

� �
1

F1y þ
Daz

Mz

� �
1
M1zR1 ¼

Dy
Fy

� �
1

Fo0y � F1in
� �

þ Daz

Mz

� �
1
�Fo0xl4 þ Fo0yl1 þMo0z � F1inl5
� �

R1 ðB:13Þ
The Dy1
1-compliances of Hinge 1 caused by Fo0x, Fo0y and Mo0z are obtained by taking the partial derivatives of Dy1

1 with respect
to the forces/moments acting at Point o0,
oDy1
1

oFo0x
¼ �l4R1

Daz

Mz

� �
1

ðB:14Þ

oDy1
1

oFo0y
¼ Dy

Fy

� �
1

þ l1R1
Daz

Mz

� �
1

ðB:15Þ

oDy1
1

oMo0z
¼ R1

Daz

Mz

� �
1

ðB:16Þ
Due to the amplification of the link with distance l1, the translational displacement along the y-axis, Dy1
o0 at Point o0 is the

summation of Dy1
1-displacement at Point 1 and the amplified displacements caused by the rotational motions of the link

(see Fig. 9). Therefore, the Dy1
o0-displacement is,
Dy1
o0 ¼ Dy1

1 þ Da1
o0 l1 ðB:17Þ
The Dy1
o0-compliances of Hinge 1 caused by Fo0x, Fo0y and Mo0z are obtained by taking the partial derivatives of Dy1

o0 with respect
to all the forces/moments acting at Point o0,
oDy1
o0

oFo0x
¼ oDy1

1

oFo0x
þ oDa1

o0

oFo0x
l1 ¼ �l4 l1 þ R1ð Þ Daz

Mz

� �
1

ðB:18Þ

oDy1
o0

oFo0y
¼ oDy1

1

oFo0y
þ oDa1

o0

oFo0y
l1 ¼

Dy
Fy

� �
1

þ l1R1 þ l1 l1 þ R1ð Þf g Daz

Mz

� �
1

ðB:19Þ

oDy1
o0

oMo0z
¼ oDy1

1

oMo0z
þ oDa1

o0

oMo0z
l1 ¼ l1 þ R1ð Þ Daz

Mz

� �
1

ðB:20Þ
B.1.3. Derivation of oDx1
o0=oFo0x, oDx1

o0=oFo0y and oDx1
o0=oMo0z

The translational displacements along the x-axis, Dx1
1 at Point 1 can be calculated as shown below,
Dx1
1 ¼

Dx
Fx

� �
1
F1x

¼ Dx
Fx

� �
1
Fo0x ðB:21Þ
The Dx1
1-compliances of Hinge 1 caused by Fo0x, Fo0y and Mo0z are obtained by taking the partial derivatives of Dx1

1 with respect
to the forces/moments acting at Point o0,
oDx1
1

oFo0x
¼ Dx

Fx

� �
1

ðB:22Þ

oDx1
1

oFo0y
¼ 0 ðB:23Þ

oDx1
1

oMo0z
¼ 0 ðB:24Þ
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Due to the amplification of the link with distance l4, the translational displacements along the x-axis, Dx1
o0 at Point o is the

summation of Dx1
1-displacement at Point 1 and the amplified displacements caused by the rotational motions of the link (see

Fig. 10). Therefore, the Dx1
o0-displacement is,
Dx1
o0 ¼ Dx1

1 � Da1
o0 l4 ðB:25Þ
The negative sign of Da1
o0 l4 is due to the fact that when Da1

o0 is rotated towards the anti-clockwise direction (negative rota-
tions), Point o0 is moved towards the positive Dx1-direction.

The Dx1
o0-compliances of Hinge 1 caused by Fo0x, Fo0y and Mo0z are obtained by taking the partial derivatives of Dx1

o0 with
respect to the forces/moments acting at Point o0,
oDx1
o0

oFo0x
¼ oDx1

1

oFo0x
� oDa1

o0

oFo0x
l4 ¼

Dx
Fx

� �
1
þ l2

4
Daz

Mz

� �
1

ðB:26Þ

oDx1
o0

oFo0y
¼ oDx1

1

oFo0y
� oDa1

o0

oFo0y
l4 ¼ �l4 l1 þ R1ð Þ Daz

Mz

� �
1

ðB:27Þ

oDx1
o0

oMo0z
¼ oDx1

1

oMo0z
� oDa1

o0

oMo0z
l4 ¼ �l4

Daz

Mz

� �
1

ðB:28Þ
By substituting Eqs. (B.10)–(B.12), (B.18)–(B.20) and (B.26)–(B.28) into Eq. (B.8), the compliance matrix of the RRR structure
due to Hinge 1, Ch1 can be obtained.

Similar method is used to derive Ch2 and Ch3.

B.2. Compliances of the RRR mechanism due to Hinge 2

The compliance matrix of the RRR structure due to Hinge 2 is expressed as,
Ch2 ¼
oDx2

o0=oFo0x oDx2
o0=oFo0y oDx2

o0=oMo0z

oDy2
o0=oFo0x oDy2

o0=oFo0y oDy2
o0=oMo0z

oDa2
o0=oFo0x oDa2

o0=oFo0y oDa2
o0=oMo0z

2
64

3
75 ðB:29Þ
where the partial derivative terms in Eq. (B.29) are shown as follows:
oDa2
o0

oFo0x
¼ � l2 þ l3 þ 2R3 þ R2ð Þ Daz

Mz

� �
2

ðB:30Þ

oDa2
o0

oFo0y
¼ 0 ðB:31Þ

oDa2
o0

oMo0z
¼ Daz

Mz

� �
2

ðB:32Þ

oDy2
o0

oFo0x
¼ oDy2

2

oFo0x
þ oDa2

o0

oFo0x
l2 þ l3 þ 2R3ð Þ ¼ � Dy

Fy

� �
2

� l2 þ l3 þ 2R3ð ÞR2 þ l2 þ l3 þ 2R3ð Þ l2 þ l3 þ 2R3 þ R2ð Þf g Daz

Mz

� �
2
ðB:33Þ

oDy2
o0

oFo0y
¼ oDy2

2

oFo0y
þ oDa2

o0

oFo0y
l2 þ l3 þ 2R3ð Þ ¼ 0 ðB:34Þ

oDy2
o0

oMo0z
¼ oDy2

2

oMo0z
þ oDa2

o0

oMo0z
l2 þ l3 þ 2R3ð Þ ¼ l2 þ l3 þ R2 þ 2R3ð Þ Daz

Mz

� �
2

ðB:35Þ

oDx2
2

oFo0x
¼ 0 ðB:36Þ

oDx2
2

oFo0y
¼ Dx

Fx

� �
2

ðB:37Þ

oDx2
2

oMo0z
¼ 0 ðB:38Þ
B.3. Compliances of the RRR mechanism due to Hinge 3

The compliance matrix of the RRR structure due to Hinge 3 is expressed as,
Ch3 ¼
oDx3

o0=oFo0x oDx3
o0=oFo0y oDx3

o0=oMo0z

oDy3
o0=oFo0x oDy3

o0=oFo0y oDy3
o0=oMo0z

oDa3
o0=oFo0x oDa3

o0=oFo0y oDa3
o0=oMo0z

2
64

3
75 ðB:39Þ
where the partial derivative terms in Eq. (B.39) are shown as follows:
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oDa3
o0

oFo0x
¼ � l3 þ R3ð Þ Daz

Mz

� �
3

ðB:40Þ

oDa3
o0

oFo0y
¼ 0 ðB:41Þ

oDa3
o0

oMo0z
¼ Daz

Mz

� �
3

ðB:42Þ

oDy3
o0

oFo0x
¼ oDy3

3

oFo0x
þ oDa3

o0

oFo0x
l3 ¼ �

Dy
Fy

� �
3

� l3 l3 þ 2R3ð Þ Daz

Mz

� �
3

ðB:43Þ

oDy3
o0

oFo0y
¼ oDy3

3

oFo0y
þ oDa3

o0

oFo0y
l3 ¼ 0 ðB:44Þ

oDy3
o0

oMo0z
¼ oDy3

3

oMo0z
þ oDa3

o0

oMo0z
l3 ¼ l3 þ R3ð Þ Daz

Mz

� �
3

ðB:45Þ

oDx3
o0

oFo0x
¼ 0 ðB:46Þ

oDx3
o0

oFo0y
¼ Dx

Fx

� �
3

ðB:47Þ

oDx3
o0

oMo0z
¼ 0 ðB:48Þ
B.4. Compliance matrices of Links 1, 2 and 3

Since the three flexure hinges are arranged in series in the RRR structure, the overall compliances of the RRR structure at
Point o0 can be calculated by summing the compliance matrices, Ch1, Ch2 and Ch3. However, the compliance matrices Ch2 and
Ch3 are defined using the local coordinate of x2y2, and x3y3, respectively. These local coordinates are orientated 90� from the
coordinate of xo0yo0 . Therefore, Ch2 and Ch3 need to be rotated by 90� before the summation. The rotated Ch2 and Ch3 are re-
ferred to as C0h2 and C0h3, respectively.
C0h2 ¼ Tp=2 � Ch2 ðB:49Þ
C0h3 ¼ Tp=2 � Ch3 ðB:50Þ
where
Tp=2 ¼
cosðp=2Þ � sinðp=2Þ 0
sinðp=2Þ cosðp=2Þ 0

0 0 1

2
64

3
75 ðB:51Þ
The compliance matrix at Point o0 of Link 1, which is the first RRR link in the 3-RRR micro-motion structure is,
CL1o0 ;Fo0 ¼ Ch1 þ C0h2 þ C0h3 ðB:52Þ
where the subscript ‘‘L1” indicates Link 1 of the 3-RRR structure.
The output displacements at Point o0 of Link 1 is,
Dxo0

Dyo0

ao0

2
64

3
75

L1

¼ CL1o0 ;Fo0 � Fo0 ðB:53Þ
where Fo0 ¼ ½ Fo0x Fo0y Mo0z �T.
When output forces are applied at Point o instead of Point o0 (see Fig. 6a) and the displacements at this point are desired,

matrix Tf can be used to transfer the output forces from Point o to Point o0. Once CL1o0 ;Fo0 is determined using Eq. (B.52), the
compliances at Point o can be calculated by transforming CL1o0 ;Fo0 to Point o using a matrix, Td. Intuitively, we know that
Dxo ¼ Dxo0 and Dao ¼ Dao0 . However, Dyo–Dyo0 due to rotational motions (Dao0 ) and the amplification of lever arm, l6. This
link amplification effect is taken into consideration by the matrix Td. Displacement Dyo of the RRR stage is illustrated in Figs.
11 and 13.

The force transformation matrix is,
Tf ¼
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 �l6 1

2
64

3
75 ðB:54Þ
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where
Fo0 ¼ Tf � Fo ðB:55Þ
and
Fo ¼ ½ Fox Foy Moz �T
The displacement transformation matrix is,
Td ¼
1 0 0
0 1 �l6

0 0 1

2
64

3
75 ðB:56Þ
The output displacements at Point o of Link 1 is,
Dxo

Dyo

Dao

2
64

3
75

L1

¼ Td � CL1o0 ;Fo0 � Tf � Foð Þ ðB:57Þ
Therefore, the compliance of Link 1 at Point o is,
CL1o;Fo ¼ Td � CL1o0 ;Fo0 � Tf ðB:58Þ
Since Link 2 and Link 3 are arranged to be �120� and 120� apart from Link 1, the compliance of Link 2 and Link 3 at Point o
can be obtained as shown below.

The displacements, DL2o;Fo and DL3o;Fo at Point o due to compliances of Links 2 and 3, respectively are,
DL2o;Fo ¼ T�2p=3 � CL1o;Fo � TT
�2p=3 � Fo ðB:59Þ

DL3o;Fo ¼ T2p=3 � CL1o;Fo � TT
2p=3 � Fo ðB:60Þ
where
T2p=3 ¼
cosð2p=3Þ � sinð2p=3Þ 0
sinð2p=3Þ cosð2p=3Þ 0

0 0 1

2
64

3
75 ðB:61Þ

T�2p=3 ¼
cosð�2p=3Þ � sinð�2p=3Þ 0
sinð�2p=3Þ cosð�2p=3Þ 0

0 0 1

2
64

3
75 ðB:62Þ
and TT
2p=3 and TT

�2p=3 are the transpose of T2p=3 and T�2p=3, respectively.
Therefore from Eqs. (B.59) and (B.60), compliance matrices of Links 2 and 3 can be expressed as,
CL2o;Fo ¼ T�2p=3 � CL1o;Fo � TT
�2p=3 ðB:63Þ

CL3o;Fo ¼ T2p=3 � CL1o;Fo � TT
2p=3 ðB:64Þ
B.5. Compliance matrix Co;Fo

Since Links 1, 2 and 3 are arranged parallel to each other (see Fig. 7), the compliance matrix of the 3-RRR compliant micro-
motion stage, Co;Fo can be found using the rule of calculating the equivalent compliances for parallel connections of springs.
Co;Fo ¼ C�1
L1o;Fo

þ C�1
L2o;Fo

þ C�1
L3o;Fo

� 	�1
ðB:65Þ
The output displacements of the 3-RRR compliant stage due to applied forces/moments can be expressed as,
Dxo

Dyo

Dao

2
64

3
75

3RRR

¼ Co;Fo � Fo ðB:66Þ
B.6. Derivation of compliance matrix, Co;Fin
and Cin;Fo

The compliance matrix which relates the output displacements at Point o to input forces F1in, F2in and F3in is,
Co;Fin
¼ Co;F1in

Co;F2in
Co;F3in


 �
ðB:67Þ
where Co;F1in
, Co;F2in

and Co;F3in
are 3� 1 matrices relating the output displacements to the input forces.
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In order to find Co;F1in
in Eq. (B.67), the 3-RRR compliant stage is divided into three RRR links, similar to the calculation of

Co;Fo . The compliance matrix (CL1o0 ;F1in
) of Link 1 at Point o0 due to F1in is firstly calculated. Then, the compliance matrix at

Point o, CL1o;F1in
are calculated by multiplying the transformation matrix, Td to CL1o0 ;F1in

.

B.6.1. Derivation of CL1o0 ;F1in
and CL1o;F1in

When input force F1in is applied, compliances of the RRR Link 1 at Point o0 and Point o are only affected by the compliances
of Hinge 1 due to its open-chain configuration. The compliance matrix at Point o0, CL1o0 ;F1in

due to Hinge 1 is expressed as,
CL1o0 ;F1in
¼

oDx1
o0=oF1in

oDy1
o0=oF1in

oDa1
o0=oF1in

2
64

3
75 ðB:68Þ
where the partial derivative terms in Eq. (B.68) are derived as follows:
The Da1

1-, Dy1
1- and Dx1

1-compliances of Hinge 1 caused by F1in are obtained by taking the partial derivatives of Da1
1, Dy1

1

and Dx1
1 from Eqs. (B.9), (B.13) and (B.21) with respect to the input force F1in acting at Point 1in (see Fig. 8),
oDa1
1

oF1in
¼ � l5 þ R1ð Þ Daz

Mz

� �
1

ðB:69Þ

oDy1
1

oF1in
¼ � Dy

Fy

� �
1

� l5R1ð Þ Daz

Mz

� �
1

ðB:70Þ

oDx1
1

oF1in
¼ 0 ðB:71Þ
The Da1
o0-displacement is the same as Da1

1-displacement. Therefore, the partial derivative of Da1
o0 with respect to F1in

(oDa1
o0=oF1in) are the same as Eq. (B.69).

The Dy1
o0- and Dx1

o0-compliances of Hinge 1 caused by F1in are obtained by taking the partial derivatives of Dy1
o0 (Eq. (B.17))

and Dx1
o0 (Eq. (B.25)) with respect to F1in at Point 1in,
oDy1
o0

oF1in
¼ oDy1

1

oF1in
þ oDa1

o0

oF1in
l1 ¼ �

Dy
Fy

� �
1

� l5R1 þ l1 l5 þ R1ð Þð Þ Daz

Mz

� �
1

� 
ðB:72Þ

oDx1
o0

oF1in
¼ oDx1

1

oF1in
� oDa1

o0

oF1in
l4 ¼ l4 l5 þ R1ð Þ Daz

Mz

� �
1

ðB:73Þ
By substituting Eqs. (B.69), (B.72) and (B.73) into Eq. (B.68), CL1o0 ;F1in
can be found.

The compliance matrix at Point o, CL1o;F1in
is,
CL1o;F1in
¼ Td � CL1o0 ;F1in

ðB:74Þ
B.6.2. Derivation of Co;F1in
, Co;F2in

and Co;F3in

The output displacement of Link 1, DL1o;F1in
at Point o due to input force F1in is,
DL1o;F1in
¼ CL1o;F1in

� F1in ðB:75Þ
By using Eq. (B.58), the output displacement of Link 1, DL1o;Fo at Point o due to output force Fo is,
DL1o;Fo ¼ CL1o;Fo � Fo ðB:76Þ
By equating Eqs. (B.75) and (B.76), the equivalent output force FL1o;eqv at Point o when F1in ¼ 1N (unit force) can be calculated
as below, where FL1o;eqv ¼ Fo in Eq. (B.76).
FL1o;eqv ¼ CL1o;Fo


 ��1 � CL1o;F1in
ðB:77Þ
By multiplying the equivalent output force FL1o;eqv to Co;Fo , the output displacement of the 3-RRR compliant stage caused by
F1in from Link 1 can be found. Since a unit force of F1in is used to calculate the equivalent output force, the output displace-
ment obtained can also represents the output compliance of the stage caused by F1in
Co;F1in
¼ Do;F1in

¼ Co;Fo � FL1o;eqv ðB:78Þ
Since Link 2 and Link 3 are orientated by �120� and 120� from Link 1, Co;F2in
and Co;F3in

can be found as shown below.
Co;F2in
¼ T�2p=3 � Co;F1in

ðB:79Þ
Co;F3in

¼ T2p=3 � Co;F1in
ðB:80Þ
By substituting Eqs. (B.78)–(B.80) into Eq. (B.67), the compliance matrix Co;Fin
of the 3-RRR stage can be obtained.

And Cin;Fo is the transpose of Co;Fin
and can be obtained as below,
Cin;Fo ¼ Co;Fin


 �T ðB:81Þ
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B.7. Derivation of compliance matrix, Cin;Fin

The compliance matrix which relates the input displacements at Point 1in, Point 2in and Point 3in to input forces F1in, F2in

and F3in is,
Cin;Fin
¼ Cin;F1in

Cin;F2in
Cin;F3in


 �
ðB:82Þ
where Cin;Fin
is a 3� 3 matrix, Cin;F1in

, Cin;F2in
and Cin;F3in

are 3� 1 matrices.
The input displacements, Din;F1in

due to input force F1in can be calculated as below, where Cin;Fo is obtained from Eq. (B.81)
and FL1o;eqv is obtained from Eq. (B.77). Note that FL1o;eqv is the equivalent force calculated at Point o when input force F1in is
applied at Link 1. Since a unit force of F1in is used to obtain the equivalent output force, the input displacements Din;F1in

ob-
tained can also represents the input compliances of the stage caused by F1in
Cin;F1in
¼Din;F1in

¼

u1in;F1in

u2in;F1in

u3in;F1in

2
664

3
775 ¼ Cin;Fo � FL1o;eqv ðB:83Þ
where u1in;F1in
, u2in;F1in

and u3in;F1in
are displacements at Point 1in, Point 2in and Point 3in(see Fig. 6) of the 3-RRR stage due to

F1in.
Similarly for Links 2 and 3,
Cin;F2in
¼ Din;F2in

¼ Cin;Fo � FL2o;eqv ðB:84Þ
where
FL2o;eqv ¼ T�2p=3 � FL1o;eqv
and
Cin;F3in
¼ Din;F3in

¼ Cin;Fo � F3o;eqv ðB:85Þ
where
FL3o;eqv ¼ T2p=3 � FL1o;eqv
By substituting Eqs. (B.83)–(B.85) into Eq. (B.82), compliance matrix Cin;Fin
can be obtained.
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